
Dear Karl  
Nice to meet you! 
 
The rules in Italy are similar to Germany, at the moment. I’m talking about the rules in Veneto and 
Trentino Alto Adige Sudtirol, because some Lands (regions) may have different (more restricted 
rules). 
At the moment the school activity in Italy is allowed.  
The rules are changing day by day but at the moment the general guidelines are: 
 
1) the students must be 1 meter distance to each other; 
2) in open spaces with distance more than 2 meters the mask is not mandatory (even if Italians 
schools tend to wear the mask in vowed places even in open spaces and with distance more than 2 
meters) 
3) When the student arrives at school the instructs have to measure the temperature and note it in a 
paper signed by the student. There is not a specific format about the this document but it is better to 
prepare copies of it. The only two things that are important is the the student declares (and signs 
that he has no symptoms of Covid like ever, cough, difficulties in breathings …) and the instructors 
declares that he has measured the fever and the result is example 36.6 , 36.4 degrees . This is 
mandatory before any activity end before driving people to take off. 
4) in biplace flight the FFP2 mask is mandatory (at the moment but I think this  measure will soon be 
lifted) 
5) if you store the equipment (paraglider, harness…) inside the bus you have to close it into a bag to 
use only 1 time (like a garbage bag, trash bag). 
6) inside the bus there must be a free seat between the people and anyone have to use the mask 
(not a particular model … cheap surgical masks are ok) 
7) for any other thing, the rules are the same in Italy and Germany. 
 
I repeat: rules may change in different regions and districts, so it is better to take more local 
informations but in Bassano, Malcesine, Caldonazzo, Sudtirol, Meduno these measure are more than 
enough.  
 
If you go to Lombardia (Milano, Bergamo, Brescia …) you may find more restrictions depending on 
Covid-19 evolutions. 
 
I think that in North East Italy in few days  the measures will become much more permissive. In any 
case, the controls of the authorities, especially in the Veneto region and Alto Adige region, are much 
less intrusive and there is a good margin of tolerance. The most important thing is to avoid the 
massing of many people, especially indoors or the takeoff or landing place. In the regions like 
Lombardia, it is preferable to wait a few weeks. 
 
I send you an affectionate greeting and I am always available to help you! 
 
Cheers 
 
Luca 
 


